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Mastering IBM WebSphere Portal

2004-11-02

maximize on the power of websphere portal to build and deployportals if you use develop manage or administer websphere
applications you are probably already building or managing portals or wellon your way to doing so with this comprehensive book you
lldiscover how these portals bring together important functions suchas integration presentation organization andcustomizations functions
needed in every complex applicationenvironment the unparalleled author team of experts offers youin depth insight on mastering the
complex aspects of websphereportal walking you through every facet from installing todeployment mastering ibm websphere portal
focuses on not only the portal as aserver but also how it interacts with components such as ldapservers enterprise applications mobile
devices and even otherportals the authors begin with an introduction to the websphereproduct family and then explore such topics as
installing and customizing the portal as well as migratingexisting environments to version 5 defining portlets pages and user interface
properties applying personalization collaboration search and document andcontent management within websphere portal v 5 using high
availability security and single sign on identitymanagement services and enterprise applications setting up a portal in a high availability
environment andintegrating external applications into websphere portal the companion site wiley com compbooks ben natan presentsall
the code in the book as well as links to vendors and sources ofinformation pertaining to websphere portal

Document Management Using WebSphere Portal V5.0.2 and DB2 Content Manager V8.2

2004

this ibm redbooks publication and sample code provide it architects it specialists and developers with the critical knowledge to design
develop deploy and manage a portal based document management system using ibm websphere portal v5 0 2 and ibm db2 content
manager v8 2 in part 1 introduction to document management we introduce key concepts of a document management system and
highlight the solution software products and versions next we take an in depth look into the architecture and design guidelines for the
runtime and development environment topologies application architecture data model workflow authentication and authorization in
part 2 portal document management solution we provide an end to end working example including requirements and solution design
runtime and development environment implementation application and data model design and development application deployment
and administration the appendices contain additional information among which is a description of several out of the box alternatives for
portal based document management using websphere portal and db2 content manager please note that the additional material
referenced in the text is not available from ibm

IBM WebSphere Portal Primer

2005-05

what makes the websphere programming model so compelling why is websphere portal server fast becoming the world s premier
portal server in sales and functionality what are portlets what is the open portlet api how is it possible to secure and manage large
portals that each have their own distinctive look does websphere portal support b2b or b2c or b2e or all of them which topologies does it
support is it j2ee certified this book answers these and many more such questions and covers everything from basic e commerce
concepts to advanced three tier internet topologies completely updated for v5 1 x the authors systematically guide you through ibm s
websphere portal product which includes the portal server the personalization server workplace content management document
manager versatile search engine collaboration component new virtual portal and business process integration and task management
features software developers who are creating simple portlets and javaserver pages jsps or are well versed in using javabeans will find
this book s contents relevant it covers installation configuration administration tuning and usage of websphere portal server software it
discusses portlets servlets security single sign on transactions session management and scaling as it relates to websphere portal server

Document Management Using WebSphere Portal V5.0.2 and DB2 Content Manager V8.2

2004-01-01

the ibm midmarket software buying and selling guide is tailored specifically to help the management and it staff of small and midsized
businesses evaluate how the ibm midmarket portfolio can provide simple and cost effective solutions to common business problems
along with a midmarket customer focus this ibm redpapertm publication is designed to help ibm teams and business partners be more
effective in serving small and midsized businesses we illustrate how ibm software for the midmarket can help businesses use the to
reduce expenses improve customer service and expand into new markets we cover the ibm software offering for the midmarket
which includes what the software does the platforms it runs on where to find more information and how it can help your business
become more profitable ibm business partners often keep a printed copy of this guide in their briefcases for software references
customers can view this guide online and look up software value messages and ibm product family offering comparisons ibm sales
representatives can print parts of this guide as leave behinds for customers to give them extra collateral on midmarket software of
interest to make sure that you have the latest version of this guide download it from this web address redbooks ibm com abstracts
redp3975 html open



IBM WebSphere Portal V5

2004-01-01

build a next generation enterprise digital platform with portals and uxp a complete guide to portals and user experience platforms
provides in depth coverage of portal technologies and user experience platforms uxps which form the key pillars of a modern digital
platform drawing on his experience in various roles in numerous portal engagements the author gives you different perspectives of the
same technology platform the first section introduces portal through multiple viewpoints to cater to a wide audience including business
operations development integration performance and architecture views the book details many novel and practically proven models
and frameworks such as portal value realization framework portal assessment framework portal evaluation model portal infrastructure
planning techniques and portal integration techniques you also learn about effective digital program strategies including portal roadmap
strategy collaboration strategy portal security planning portal testing strategy seo and analytics planning concepts the second section
dives into uxp and advanced topics it elaborates on uxp design concepts including uxp reference architecture customer touch point
analysis user experience mapping and responsive web design it also looks at advanced topics such as next generation portals portal
trends portal user experience strategy omni channel strategy portal kpi portal pitfalls and best practices portal security portal
governance digital program management and portal performance engineering in the third section the book presents four case studies
related to intranet portals retail portals customer service portals and portal content management it discusses business drivers challenges
portal solutions and solution benefits for each of the case studies written by a seasoned practitioner this book balances the core topics of
modern portals along with emerging technologies in the digital space suitable for the entire digital technology community including it
managers digital architects developers and testers it provides you with a practical guide for successfully building best practices based
digital platforms with forward looking features

IBM Midmarket Software Buying and Selling Guide

2010-07-12

architect ibm websphere applications for maximum performance security flexibility usability and value successful high value
websphere applications begin with effective architecture now one of ibm s leading websphere and websphere portal architects offers a
hands on best practice guide to every facet of defining planning and implementing websphere application architectures joey bernal
shows working architects and teams how to define layered architectural standards that can be used across the entire organization
improving application quality without compromising flexibility bernal begins by illuminating the role of architecture and the
responsibilities of the architect in websphere applications and soa environments next he introduces specific architectural techniques for
addressing persistence application performance security functionality user interaction and much more bernal presents a series of sample
architectures drawn from his work with several leading organizations demonstrating how architectures can evolve to support new
layers and changing business requirements throughout his techniques are specific enough to address realistic enterprise challenges
while still sufficiently high level to be useful in diverse and heterogeneous environments coverage includes choosing persistence
frameworks that serve business requirements without excessive complexity avoiding persistence related problems with performance
security or application functionality designing and deploying effective middle layers and dependent libraries within websphere
application server using websphere mechanisms and architectural techniques to avoid common security attacks such as sql injection
improving performance with websphere application server caching including distributed maps and servlet jsp fragment caching using
presentation frameworks to provide fast robust and attractive user interaction incorporating portals that provide a standardized
framework for merging multiple applications joey bernal is an executive it specialist with ibm software services for lotus senior
certified with ibm as an it specialist he has an extensive background in designing and developing and portal applications he often leads
ibm teams that have assisted dozens of clients in leveraging websphere portal to address architecture design and implementation
challenges a frequent speaker on websphere and portal topics bernal is coauthor of programming portlets and hosts the developerworks
blog websphere portal in action prior to joining ibm he was director of it for an incentive and performance improvement company and
served as lead technical advisor and architect for high profile internet and intranet applications at several fortune 500 companies you can
also visit the author s site at bernal net the ibm press developerworks series is a unique undertaking in which print books and the are
mutually supportive the publications in this series are complemented by resources on the developerworks site on ibm com icons
throughout the book alert the reader to these valuable resources

A Complete Guide to Portals and User Experience Platforms

2015-09-25

what makes the websphere programming model so compelling why is websphere portal server fast becoming the world s premier
portal server in sales and functionality what are portlets what is the open portlet api how is it possible to secure and manage large
portals that each have their own distinctive look does websphere portal support b2b or b2c or b2e or all of them which topologies does it
support is it j2ee certified this book answers these and many more such questions and covers everything from basic e commerce
concepts to advanced three tier internet topologies completely updated for v5 1 x the authors systematically guide you through ibm s
websphere portal product which includes the portal server the personalization server workplace content management document
manager versatile search engine collaboration component new virtual portal and business process integration and task management
features software developers who are creating simple portlets and javaserver pages jsps or are well versed in using javabeans will find
this book s contents relevant it covers installation configuration administration tuning and usage of websphere portal server software it
discusses portlets servlets security single sign on transactions session management and scaling as it relates to websphere portal server



Application Architecture for WebSphere

2008-09-15

annotation ibm workplace represents an entire portfolio of ibm products new and existing that focuses on increasing people s
productivity in a new way in this book ibm software live program director douglas spencer and senior lotus consultant ron sebastian
start with an introduction to people productivity in the context of ibm s on demand business vision then the ibm workplace strategy
and products are described you will see how the underlying componentized software infrastructure of ibm workplace provides the
flexibility businesses need in the emerging on demand world you will see how many users without traditional desks such as an
outbound sales force factory floor staff airline pilots etc can collaborate with others boosting the productivity of the entire organization
trading partners and customers the authors then provide an overview of the key product lines that implement the ibm workplace
vision including ibm workplace websphere portal lotus notes and domino and websphere everyplace you will learn how the new ibm
workplace client technology for these products combines the rich user experience of client server with the cost characteristics of based
applications giving users the best of both worlds in the final chapter the authors explore industry specific people productivity solutions
tailored for the needs of specific industries including aerospace defense automotive banking financial markets consumer products
electronics utilities government health care insurance life sciences retail and telecommunications etc the foreword by ibm software
group general manager of workplace portal and collaboration software michael d rhodin provides an insider s perspective on the
thinking behind ibm workplace to help you stay current this book comes with your personal password for accessing the companion site
which offers up to the minute ibm workplace news more on the links and additional resources

Ibm Websphere Portal Primer 2/Ed

2005-01-01

annotation after walking through the process of installing the websphere portal server on windows 2000 linux solaris and aix this guide
for novice developers offers ideas for establishing a portal site s unique look and feel introduces the portlet api and overviews the
personalization component of the portal later chapters address security measures search engines site analytics the websphere content
publisher out of the box portlets and collaboration components annotation c 2003 book news inc portland or booknews com

Understanding IBM Workplace Strategy & Products

2005-10

ibm defines a smarter city as one that makes optimal use of all available information to better understand and control its operations and
optimize the use of resources there is much information available from different sources however city officials often lack the holistic
view of the city s operations that is required to respond to the citizens needs in a timely manner and use the city resources wisely ibm
intelligent operations center delivers a unified view of city agencies providing three primary elements for successful management of
cities use information anticipate problems and coordinate actions and resources chapter 1 of this ibm redbooks publication introduces the
ibm intelligent operations center solution the chapter provides a high level overview of its features benefits and architecture this
information is intended for city officials and it architects that must understand the business value of ibm intelligent operations center
and its architecture the remaining chapters of this book focus on information that help ibm intelligent operations center administrators
perform daily administration tasks this book describes commands and tools that ibm intelligent operations center administrators must use
to keep the solution running troubleshoot and diagnose problems and perform preventive maintenance this book includes preferred
practices tips and techniques and general suggestions for administrators of ibm intelligent operations center on premises deployments
for related information about this topic refer to the following ibm redbooks publications ibm intelligent operations center for smarter
cities redpaper redp 4939 ibm intelligent operations center for smarter cities solution guide

IBM WebSphere Portal Primer

2003

ibm filenet platform is a next generation unified enterprise foundation for the integrated ibm filenet p8 products it combines the
enterprise content management with comprehensive business process management and compliance capabilities ibm filenet p8 addresses
the most demanding compliance content and process management needs for your entire organization it is a key element in creating an
agile adaptable enterprise content management ecm environment necessary to support a dynamic organization that must respond
quickly to change in this ibm redbooks publication we provide an overview of ibm filenet p8 and describe the core component
architecture we also introduce major expansion products that extend ibm filenet p8 functionality in the areas of content ingestion
content accessing through connectors and federation the application framework and discovery and compliance in this book we discuss
the anatomy of an ecm infrastructure content event processing content life cycle and business processes this book gives it architects it
specialists and it technical sales a solid understanding of ibm filenet p8 platform its architecture its functions and extensibility and its
unlimited capabilities

IBM Intelligent Operations Center for Smarter Cities Administration Guide

2012-11-30



for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide
computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research
form the hub of the world s largest global it media network

IBM FileNet P8 Platform and Architecture

2011-04-21

the hands on guide to thriving with 2 0 and social networking deepen employee and coworker relationships improve productivity
strengthen collaboration and boost creativity embrace support and manage social networking so it works for you not against you best
practices and new case studies from ibm and many of its most innovative portal and social networking sites this book provides hands on
start to finish guidance for business and it decision makers who want to drive value from 2 0 and social networking technologies ibm
expert joey bernal systematically identifies business functions and innovations these technologies can enhance and presents best practice
patterns for using them in both internal and external facing applications drawing on the immense experience of ibm and its customers
bernal addresses both the business and technical issues enterprises must manage to succeed he offers insights and case studies covering
multiple technologies including ajax rest atom rss enterprise taxonomies tagging folksonomies portals mashups blogs wikis and more he
also presents practical guidance for building robust secure collaborative applications by using applications and services from multiple
sources with powerful tools such as websphere portal lotus connections and ibm mashup center

WebSphere Portal on Z/OS

2003

informatique

Computerworld

2003-08-04

ibm rational application developer for websphere software v8 is the full function eclipse 3 6 technology based development platform for
developing javatm platform standard edition version 6 java se 6 and java platform enterprise edition version 6 java ee 6 applications
beyond this function rational application developer provides development tools for technologies such as osgi service component
architecture sca 2 0 and xml it has a focus on applications to be deployed to ibm websphere application server and ibm websphere portal
rational application developer provides integrated development tools for all development roles including web developers java
developers business analysts architects and enterprise programmers this ibm redbooks publication is a programming guide that
highlights the features and tooling included with rational application developer v8 0 1 many of the chapters provide working examples
that demonstrate how to use the tooling to develop applications and achieve the benefits of visual and rapid application development
this publication is an update of rational application developer v7 5 programming guide sg24 7672

Web 2.0 and Social Networking for the Enterprise

2009-10-15

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people
companies and projects

Encyclopedia of Portal Technologies and Applications

2007-04-30

build a comprehensive web portal for your company with the coverage of full development life cycle with this book and ebook

Rational Application Developer for WebSphere Software V8 Programming Guide

2011-04-19

a portal is a special web site designed to act as a gateway giving convenient access to other related sites this book investigates the various
types of portals and describes how they can be used in business applications after considering the nature of portals the book describes the
first general portals like yahoo and how they came into being portals are used in businesses of all types and sizes and this book discusses
how portals can be used in large business corporations as well as small to medium enterprises portals have increasing importance to
marketers as by their nature they retain their users who must return to them frequently they also provide a useful means of making
information and knowledge readily available in a convenient form to authorised users this book covers a wide range of issues relating to
the use of portals in business



Portal Application Development Using WebSphere Portlet Factory

2008

ibm rational application developer for websphere software v7 5 application developer for short is the full function eclipse 3 4 based
development platform for developing javatm standard edition version 6 java se 6 and java enterprise edition version 5 java ee 5
applications with a focus on applications to be deployed to ibm websphere application server and ibm websphere portal rational
application developer provides integrated development tools for all development roles including developers java developers business
analysts architects and enterprise programmers rational application developer is part of the ibm rational software delivery platform sdp
which contains products in four life cycle categories architecture management which includes integrated development environments
change and release management process and portfolio management quality management this ibm redbookstm publication is a
programming guide that highlights the features and tooling included with rational application developer v7 5 many of the chapters
provide working examples that demonstrate how to use the tooling to develop applications as well as achieve the benefits of visual and
rapid application development this publication is an update of rational application developer v7 programming guide sg24 7501

InfoWorld

2004-05-03

increasingly the window through which customers business partners and employees view a business is a computer screen expectations
as to what a business provides in terms of online access to services through this window or portal are increasing rapidly and it s not
enough to provide people with a consistent way of accessing the online tools they need to work collaborate or buy today s businesses
stand to achieve many benefits by implementing an enterprise class portal that provides consistent access to customized tools that
improve productivity fuel innovation and improve customer satisfaction this is the thinking behind the growing family of ibm
accelerators for websphere portal this book provides business people and it staff with an easy to read introduction to the ibm accelerators
it will start by introducing the concept of a portal the websphere family and websphere portal server each ibm accelerator will then be
introduced and explored in terms of both the business value it provides and how it works to illustrate how the ibm accelerators can be
employed to solve business problems three hypothetical businesses are described and then outfitted with the appropriate ibm accelerator
solution this book will help you understand how portals can help businesses be more successful learn about ibm websphere and
websphere portal server get inside the ibm accelerator strategy see the business value of ibm accelerators in various environments learn
by watching as three businesses implement ibm accelerators about the author jim hoskins has been involved with computer technology
design implementation and education for over 25 years he is the author of many articles books and ebooks covering a wide range of
technology and internet business topics jim spent over a decade with ibm designing computer systems and directly helping businesses
of all sizes design and implement real world solutions he is the author editor of the popular exploring ibm series of books which has sold
over 350 000 copies in 12 languages jim has a degree in electrical engineering from the university of florida and resides in gulfbreeze
florida with his wife and five children

IBM Websphere Portal 8

2012-09-25

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people
companies and projects

Web Portals

2005-01-01

is the enterprise information portal eip knowledge management s killer app leading expert joseph m firestone the first author to
formulate the idea of the enterprise knowledge portal breaks new ground and looks to the future with a practical but comprehensive
approach to enterprise portals and their relationship to knowledge management providing a clear and novel overview firestone tackles
a wide range of topics ranging from functional eip applications estimating costs and benefits of eips variations in eip technical
architecture the role of intelligent agents the nature of knowledge management portal product solution segmentation portal product
case studies to the future of the eip space enterprise information portals and knowledge management is the book on portals you ve been
waiting for it is the only book that thoroughly considers explores and analyzes the eip orientation outlook and evolution a new
methodology for estimating eip benefits and costs eip and enterprise knowledge portals ekp architecture the approaching role of
software agents in eips and ekps the current and future contribution of eip and ekp solutions to knowledge management the role of xml
in portal architecture a comprehensive multi dimensional and forward looking segmentation of eip products accompanied by portal
product case studies where eip sector companies are headed and the pathways they will follow to get there

Rational Application Developer V7.5 Programming Guide

2009-06-29

a digital experience is a personalized experience that provides employees customers business partners and citizens with a single point of
interaction with people content and applications anywhere anytime and from any device the ibm digital experience is a platform that is



used to build powerful contextual websites the strengths of the platform include the ability to mix applications and web content into a
coherent user experience developers can build upon a prescriptive standard to build reusable building bricks which can be used by line
of business lob users in a flexible way lob users can assemble pages from these building bricks and from rich web content the page
creation is performed inline by easy drag and drop operations without requiring sophisticated it skills this ibm redbooks publication
describes how a team can build a website starting from a new installation of digital experience the book provides examples of the basic
tasks that are needed to get started with building a proof of concept poc website example the resulting example website illustrates the
value and key capabilities of the digital experience suite featuring ibm websphere portal and ibm content management the target
audiences for this book include the following groups decision makers and solution architects considering digital experience as a platform
for their internal or external facing website developers who are tasked to implement a poc and must be enabled to start quickly and
efficiently which includes the integration of existing back end systems a wide range of ibm services and sales professionals who are
involved in selling ibm software and designing client solutions that include digital experience

Exploring Ibm Accelerators for Websphere Portal

2009

ibm rational application developer for websphere software v7 0 for short rational application developer is the full function eclipse 3 2
based development platform for developing javatm 2 platform standard edition j2setm and java 2 platform enterprise edition j2eetm
applications with a focus on applications to be deployed to ibm websphere application server and ibm websphere portal rational
application developer provides integrated development tools for all development roles including developers java developers business
analysts architects and enterprise programmers rational application developer is part of the ibm rational software delivery platform sdp
which contains products in four life cycle categories architecture management which includes integrated development environments
application developer is here change and release management process and portfolio management quality management this ibm redbooks
publication is a programming guide that highlights the features and tooling included with rational application developer v7 0 many of
the chapters provide working examples that demonstrate how to use the tooling to develop applications as well as achieve the benefits
of visual and rapid application development this publication is an update of rational application developer v6 programming guide sg24
6449 this book consists of six parts introduction to rational application developer develop applications test and debug applications deploy
and profile applications team development appendixes

InfoWorld

2003-10-20

use wse to work together even when you re not discover the ideal way for small and medium businesses to work together ibm
workplace services express is an easy to use collaborative portal application that facilitates communication and teamwork with built in
team spaces document management and instant messaging all in a single portal this handy guide helps you get started navigate the
workspace get organized use the built in collaboration tools use document libraries to create and share documents and more if you want
to get your organization on the fast track to success this friendly book shows you how ibm workplace services express can help discover
how to collaborate using built in tools such as team spaces and forms produce and collaborate on documents with microsoft r office get
any team or project up and running in no time

Enterprise Information Portals and Knowledge Management

2007-08-15

use ibm websphere smash to rapidly deliver scalable flexible 2 0 applications with the radically new ibm websphere smash and the
project zero platform it s far easier to develop assemble and run applications and mashups that align tightly with soa enterprise
infrastructures getting started with ibm websphere smash covers all aspects of architecting designing and developing solutions with
these breakthrough technologies authored by three ibm leading smash experts this practical tutorial shows how to create state of the art
web applications far more rapidly than you ever could with traditional java or net enterprise platforms as you walk through sample
projects based on real life scenarios you ll master both basic and advanced smash features ranging from request handling to event
processing database access to security you ll also learn agile best practices for consistently writing better web applications delivering
them sooner and getting more value from them coverage includes installing and configuring ibm websphere smash and choosing your
development environment creating handlers to efficiently service all types of requests understanding smash s convention over
configuration approach and knowing when to override convention rendering responses that include visual content data and other
resources connecting with databases via project zero s powerful data access api using smash s security model to protect inbound and
outbound connections building more flexible applications with smash s sophisticated event processing extending smash development to
non programmers with assemble flow programming client side code with the dojo toolkit taking advantage of smash s php support

Building Integrated Websites with IBM Digital Experience

2016-01-22

this detailed look at ibm s software products for e business enables ibm users to gain a fundamental understanding of e business
architecture where ibm software products fit into that architecture and where to go to get more information the main products and
platforms for development tools and components application server software and secure network and management software are



described this book also distinguishes between two or more ibm software products that appear to serve the same purpose but really
have different applications key products covered include db2 sphere lotus domino and tivoli this replaces 1885068581

Rational Application Developer V7 Programming Guide

2008-03-27

grid computing requires the use of software that can divide and farm out pieces of a program to as many as several thousand computers
this book explores processes and techniques needed to create a successful grid infrastructure leading researchers in europe and the us
look at the development of specialist tools and environments which will encourage the convergence of the parallel programming
distributed computing and data management communities specific topics covered include an overview of structural and behavioural
properties of computer grid applications discussion of alternative programming techniques case studies displaying the potential of
computer grids in solving real problems this book is unique in its outline of the needs of computational grids both in integration of high
end resources using ogsa globus and the loose integration of peer 2 peer entropia united devices readers will gain an insight on the
limitations of existing approaches as well as the standardisation activities currently taking place

IBM Workplace Services Express For Dummies

2006-06-13

covering the functional characteristics of an on demand computing infrastructure this book describes the ibm software products that can
be used to create a computing infrastructure that has these characteristics also discussed is how ibm s on demand strategy can help a
business to make more informed purchasing decisions for ibm application software

IBM Systems Journal

2007

for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information intelligence and insight for network and it
executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations readers are responsible for designing implementing and
managing the voice data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee
collaboration and electronic commerce

Getting Started with IBM WebSphere sMash, Portable Documents

2010-09-20

the step by step guide to building world class portlet solutions fast portlet development traditionally has been difficult and time
consuming requiring costly resources and specialized expertise in multiple technologies ibm websphere portlet factory simplifies and
accelerates portlet development enabling developers to build world class portlet solutions without in depth knowledge of portal
technology expert developer david bowley walks you through several of today s most common portlet development scenarios
demonstrating how to create powerful robust portlets quickly and cost effectively each walkthrough contains all the step by step
instructions detailed guidance fast answers and working sample code you need to get tangible results immediately the best resource
available on websphere portlet factory this bookreflects bowley s unsurpassed experience constructing large enterprise portals bowley
covers everything from back end integration to user interface and ajax techniques helping you choose the right builder tool for each
task and define high level instructions that generate superior code artifacts his example projects are simple enough to understand easily
but sophisticated enough to be valuable in real world development this book will be indispensable to every developer who wants to
succeed with websphere portlet factory including java j2ee and soa developers at all levels of expertise as well as lotus notes developers
transitioning to websphere portal coverage includes creating robust portlets tips tricks shortcuts and previously undocumented gotchas
incorporating services domino views forms and sql data sources into your portlets formatting information for more effective display
adding ui controls charts validation java methods and other capabilities displaying context sensitive content using ajax in your portlets
communicating between portlets implementing error handling logging and security

Exploring IBM E-business Software

2003

this ibm redpaper publication provides a broad understanding of a new architecture of the ibm power e1080 also known as the power
e1080 server that supports ibm aix ibm i and selected distributions of linux operating systems the objective of this paper is to introduce
the power e1080 the most powerful and scalable server of the ibm power portfolio and its offerings and relevant functions designed to
support up to four system nodes and up to 240 ibm power10tm processor cores the power e1080 can be initially ordered with a single
system node or two system nodes configuration which provides up to 60 power10 processor cores with a single node configuration or
up to 120 power10 processor cores with a two system nodes configuration more support for a three or four system nodes configuration is
to be added on december 10 2021 which provides support for up to 240 power10 processor cores with a full combined four system nodes
server designed to supports up to 64 tb memory the power e1080 can be initially ordered with the total memory ram capacity up to 8
tb more support is to be added on december 10 2021 to support up to 64 tb in a full combined four system nodes server designed to
support up to 32 peripheral component interconnect pcie gen 5 slots in a full combined four system nodes server and up to 192 pcie gen



3 slots with expansion i o drawers the power e1080 supports initially a maximum of two system nodes therefore up to 16 pcie gen 5
slots and up to 96 pcie gen 3 slots with expansion i o drawer more support is to be added on december 10 2021 to support up to 192 pcie
gen 3 slots with expansion i o drawers up to over 4 000 directly attached serial attached scsi sas disks or solid state drives ssds up to 1 000
virtual machines vms with logical partitions lpars per system system control unit providing redundant system master flexible service
processor fsp supports ibm power system private cloud solution with dynamic capacity this publication is for professionals who want to
acquire a better understanding of power servers the intended audience includes the following roles customers sales and marketing
professionals technical support professionals ibm business partners independent software vendors isvs this paper does not replace the
current marketing materials and configuration tools it is intended as an extra source of information that together with existing sources
can be used to enhance your knowledge of ibm server solutions

Grid Computing: Software Environments and Tools

2007-07-03

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people
companies and projects

IBM Software for E-Business on Demand

2004

this ibm redpapertm publication provides suggestions hints and tips directions installation steps checklists of prerequisites and
configuration information collected from several ibm infosphere information server experts it is intended to minimize the time
required to successfully install and configure infosphere information server the information in this document is based on field
experiences of experts who have implemented infosphere information server as such it is intended to supplement and not replace the
product documentation discover the proven choices and combinations for installing infosphere information server that have been the
most successful for the ibm infosphere center of excellence this paper includes a broad range of customer needs and experiences with a
focus on the following areas infosphere information server architecture checklists prerequisites configuration choices that work well
together this paper is based on thousands of hours of production systems experience from which you can now reap significant benefits
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the ever growing number of application scenarios for it systems leads to a significant increase in their number and hence to a level of
complexity that has grown tremendously in comparison with early it installations by the mid of the past decade in numerous attempts
to integrate these diverging application stacks various prominent methods have emerged in the past most recently the topic of eai
which strives to achieve a consolidated view at diverse application systems however the emergence and rise of cloud based services
leads to new challenges to deal with usage of offerings from a no further specified cloud appears appealing for it decision makers since it
promises cost savings while even enhancing flexibility to quickly respond to changing market needs to further support this idea this
work focuses on the aspect of inter organisational networks that are characterised by short setup times and short time to market in order
to achieve innovative products emerging from the cooperation between different actors in this context proper backing by dedicated ict
components is one of the key challenges this book therefore demonstrates how portal systems acting as intermediary between providers
and consumers can be embedded into networked enterprises by providing seamless access to all relevant information to achieve this this
book presents a generic architecture that can serve as a blueprint for future implementations for the type of enterprise portals
introduced previously and focuses on integration of external services in a user centric manner concentrating on the user and his specific
needs to achieve productivity and user satisfaction gains moreover secure communication facilities allow to consider the current
application and or user context to control exchange of information between different applications integrated on the portal platform
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